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Abstract
The microstructure and reflective properties of "CHROM-ONYX" type of black chrome/metal
selective absorber was investigated to obtain a better understanding of their influence
upon the mechanism of wavelength selectivity. Hemispherical reflectance measurements were
performed on seven samples. In this research, the best selectivity ale ratio was found by
these measurements to be 0.7 micron of black chrome on nickel and 1.0 micron of black chrome
on copper. Both scanning and transmission electron microscopy were employed to study microstructure and chemical composition. As a result of the combined studies, some consequences
of black chrome thickness and the metallic substrate were determined. It was determined
that black chrome consisted of a very fine metallic distribution of particles of chromium
in the 100A range, suspended within a matrix of a chromium oxide phase. This assembly was,
in turn, agglomerated into larger particles within the 0.05-0.3 micron size range. These
larger particles formed a continuous network which constituted the surface coating.
Introduction
There are a number of candidates for solar collector absorber coatings, which can be used
for heating of water, air and other fluids. The two major classifications of these various
coatings, are the selective and non-selective types. Specifically, selective coatings are
more efficient and offer higher heat gains and operating temperatures than do non-selective
coatings.
Wavelength selectivity is produced by a substance that exhibits optical properties which vary markedly from one spectral region to another. A solar selective surface
effectively captures solar energy in the high intensity visible and the near infrared
spectral regions while exhibiting poor infrared radiating properties. In this way, a selective surface will collect and retain a high amount of energy from the sun while a nonselective surface will lose much of its absorbed energy by infrared reradiation. For optimum efficiency the solar absorber should possess the maximum possible absorptance in the
solar spectrum while maintaining the minimum infrared emittance. In many cases high absorptance is obtained by a particular surface coating and low emittance is brought about by use
of an underlying highly reflective metal layer. Although selective coatings have superior
optical properties and exhibit a high relative efficiency compared to other coatings, few
show promise of being economical. One coating showing promise is called black chrome. Of
the different types of black chrome the commercial coating, "CHROM-ONYX," a jet black finish
manufactured by Harshaw Chemical Company, has been of interest to various investigators and
commercial solar collector manufacturers. The basit110lar selective properties have been
researched usin~21pectral reflectance measurements.
(!~~1 surface also has been evaluated
and life-tested
relative to other selective coatings
but still very little is known
about the physics and structure of black chrome.
A typical relationship between absorbed energy and emitted energy by two selective surfaces is shown in Figure 1. This figure represents the generalized wavelength selectivity
property of two diff jnt thicknesses of black chrome with respect to the air mass 1 solar
terrestrial spectrum
and 100°C, 300°C blackbody spectra. Little is known about the
mechanism of selectivity or absorption for black chrome. It ha~ been suggested(~,at such
a surface may perform according to the Maxwell-Garnet or Mie scattering theory.
But
these theories are much to simplified to be able to describe the complex structure of black
chrome. The first step in understanding the mechanism of solar energy collection by this
absorber surface is to investigate the relationship between the optical properties and its
microstructure. The following study presents a characterization of "CHROM-ONYX" black
chrome from a materials science viewpoint.

t6

Experimental Procedures
In this study copper and steel test panels were electroplated with black chrome b~8rhe
Harshaw Chemical Company, according to a conventional procedure discussed elsewhere.
By use of this plating procedure the samples listed in Table 1 were produced.
Hemispherical spectral reflectance measurements were used to investigate the optical
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Figure 1: Wavelength correlation between
black chrome spectral reflectance (two types)
the solar spectrum and black body spectrum
(100°C, 300°C).

Test Samples for Black Chrome
(BC) Study

Steel Substrates
micron
Rl
1.0
BC on 12.7 microns Nickel,
on Steel
R2
0.9 micron BC on 12.7 microns Nickel,
on Steel
R5 - 0.7 micron BC on 12.7 microns Nickel,
on Polished Steel
Rl6 - 1.0 micron BC on Steel
Copper Substrates
R4 - 1.0 micron BC on 12.7 microns Nickel,
on Copper
R9 - 1.0 micron BC on Copper
Rl7 - 0.7 micron BC on 12.7 microns Nickel,
on Copper

selectivity of each sample. All reflectance measurements for the wavelength range 0.28-1.8
microns were performed on a Cary 14 integrating spectrophotometer. The measurements for
the wavelength range 2.0-25 microns (infrared) were done on a Gier-Dunkle model HC 300
heated cavity reflectometer with a directional integrating sphere. All reflectance measure.ments were taken near normal (20°) incidence.
The surface and cross sectional morphology of the specimens were analyzed by use of an
AMR 1000 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Qualitative elemental analysis was determined
by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX).
Transmission electron microscope specimens were cut from larger samples by mechanical
punching. A cross section of the specimen is depicted in Figure 2. The resulting 3 mm
discs were ion milled with Ar+ ions from a Commonwealth IMMI model III milling machine. A
section view of the finished microscope specimen is shown in Figure 3. The thinned specimen
was examined by a Philips EM 301 research electron microscope (TEM). By use of gun tilt
dark field techniques a Chromium particle distribution was revealed. A Zeiss Particle Size
Analyzer was used to determine the size distribution of Chromium particles. The data was
plotted in size classes representing 36A diameter intervals.

Figure 2: Schematic cross section of a Black
Chrome Solar Absorber showing the as-plated
layers.

Figure 3: Sectional view of an ion
thinned absorber used for Transmission
electron microscope investigation.

Results and Discussion
This section is separated into three divisions. The first deals with spectral reflectance measurements, the second scanning electron microscopy and last transmission electron
microscopy. These results will be correlated to form a chemical and structural model of
the black chrome surface.
Spectral Reflectance Measurements
Hemispherical reflectance measurements are used to derive both absorptance (av(s,t)) and
emittance (ev(s,t)) of the samples. Absorptance is the fraction of incident energy, at a
given wavelength (v) and position (s,t) absorbed by the material. Absorptance and emittance
are related by the expression av(s,t) = ev(s,t) = l-rv(s,t) where rv(s,t) is reflectivity
at wavelength (v) and position (s,t).
In practice absorptance and emittance are integrated values. Integrated absorptance (ai)
is the average absorptance at each wavelength weighted according to the solar energy
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intensity distribution. Integrated emittance (ei) is computed by taking the average emittance at each wavelength weighted according to the blackbody intensity distribution (corresponding to the operating temperature of the surface). In Table 2 values for integrated
absorptance and emittance are tabulated along with the figure of Merit ai/ei (20°C) for
various samples. These values were derived from the data shown in Figure 4.
Table 2.

~
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Figure 4. Spectral reflectance measurements for seven black chrome absorbers. (a),
(c) visible region for copper and steel substrates. (b), (d) infrared region for
copper and steel substrates.
Black chrome (Be) electroplated on copper, steel, and nickel plated samples all exhibit
characteristicly similar reflectance properties. The steel substrates show the same interference phenomena in the region of 0.4~1.6 microns wavelength (Figure 4a) as noted with
copper samples (Figure 4c). This interference effect is characterized by a rise followed
by a fall in reflectance, in the shape of a sine wave. If the position of this sine curve
is contrasted to coating thickness, it appears that this effect is correlated to thickness
changes. In general, the thicker the BC layer the later the transition takes place between
low and high reflectivity, with the sine wave region moving accordingly. Samples with 0.7
microns of BC show the steepest transition slope (compare Table 2 with Figure 4). Thick
layers of BC show less solar selectivity or lower ai/ei(9,tios. Other investigators have
verified that optimum thickness is about 0.5-1.0 microns.
For BC on copper (R9) the transition region exhibits a faster and sharper rise than for
the nickel and steel substrates, in that order. This order is reversed for the initial'
wavelength at which the transition takes place. The initial transition for sample R9 is at
a higher wavelength (1.8 microns) than all others tested. The sharp rise may be due to the
fact that the copper substrate has an inherently higher reflectance than nickel and steel.
These transition effects show an optical interaction between the BC layer and the substrate
material; but it cannot be explained only in terms of substrate reflectance. Such effects
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as substrate roughness, grain size and orientation may also effect the transition region.
In conclusion, the best coatings tested were 0.7 microns Be on nickel plated substrates
(RS, R17) and 1.0 micron Be on copper (R9). Recently, it has been reported that copper
samples not Platt~orith nickel exhibit degradation during heat cycling due to the formation
of copper oxide.
To obtain a better understanding of the selectivity mechanism exhib ited by the thermally stable BC on nickel absorbers the following electron microsco p ic
investigations were performed.
Scanning Electron Microscop y
A typical surface morphology for Be on nickel-plated copper is depicted in Figure S. The
particulate but phy sically adherent surface resembles a partially sintered powder. Voids
in the surface structure are also apparent. This surface morphology, which exhibits 0 . 500.30 micron diameter surface roughness, is characteristic of all BC surfaces tested. In
Figure Sa the dark "vein like" network separating dome shaped regions of BC replicate the
grain boundaries and other irregularities of the underlying nickel layer. From EDAX analysis (Figure Sc) the presence of chromium and nickel (from the substrate) was detected for
the region shown in Figure Sb. This analysis does not specify whether the chromium is
metallic or part of a compound, or what its structural form might be.

c
b

XBB 788 8007
XBB 788 13056

Figure S. Black chrome on nickel plated copper examined by SEM at 20 kV, 30 0 tilt.
(a) typical surface microstructure.
(b) detail of particles.
(c) EDAX of region
(b) showing chromium and nickel as principal constituents.
Black chrome thickness for each sample was determined by SEM analysis of specimen cross
sections. Careful regard was taken to measure the same regions which were examined by
other experiments. The normal variation in thickness of the BC layer is shown in Figure 6.
Due to the roughness of the underlying nickel layer only average measurements of the BC
layer were obtained . The black chrome layer showed glowing or charging during electron
bombardment. This charging effect is typical of electrical insulators and semiconducting
materials.
For further analysis of chromium content
and structure, transmission electron
microscopy was employed.

Figure 6. Cross section
of black chrome on nickel
plated copper examined by
TEM at 20 kV, 150 tilt;
showing the black chromenickel interface.

XBB 780 13057
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Transmission Electron Microscopy
Black chrome on nickel plated copper was ion thinned so the sample could be analyzed by
conventional TEM techniques. Thinned samples were also studied by SEM to determine if
damage was created during the sample preparation process. Damage or alteration of the
surface was not evident in the samples made. After thinning, the particles depicted in
Figure Sb appear as a complex network of islands in Figure 7a. A bright field-dark field
pair is represented in Figure 7. The diffraction pattern for this region (Figure 8) and
for other regions resulted in the following information :
1.

Two diffuse regions were noticed around the central beam. Their centers of intensity were estimated to correspond to lattice spacing (d) of 3.SA and Z.SSA.

Z.

Ve r y fine crystalline chromium was identified with all rings seen up to the Cr(3Z1)
ring.

3.

Residual single crystal nickel from the substrate was noted; in this case the zone
axis was [001].

Cr (110), Ni .(111)
~~~\

absent

>Cr2 0 3 (104,110)?
Ni(020)

b

X()l)

118 8008

Figure 7. Agglomeration of chromium
particles with matrix material viewed
by TEM at 100 kV.
(a) Bright field
and diffraction pattern of black
chrome islands remaining after ion
thinning.
(b) Gun tilt dark field
of region (a) showing metallic
chromium particles.

XBB

788 3009

Figure 8. Diffraction pattern for Figure 7
showing low order chromium rings, single
crystal FCC nickel indexed with [001] zone
axis, and a diffuse halo region.

In Figure 8 the diffuse halo at Z.SSA is evident but the 3.4A halo is weak and although
present in the negative it is not reproduced here. These halos correspond roughly to CrZ03
(OlZ) at 3.4A, (ASTM data 3.633 A) and CrZ03 (104, 110) at Z.SSA (ASTM data Z.666A ~nd
Z.480 A). These halos indicate that this unknown substance lacks long range order In bonding or is to some degree amorphous. Also, by X-ray powder techniques weak lines of chromium have been identified along with very weak halo regions within the lattice spacings mentioned above. Current work has shown that by annealing BC, amorphous CrZ03 can be crystallized and subsequently identified.
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The d-spacings of the chromium and nickel agreed with ASTM data with a high degree of
accuracy. The diffraction patterns were calibrated from the presence of nickel in the black
chrome pattern, which serves as an internal standard. The only disadvantage with this
technique is that if the chromium (110) ring is used for dark fields the nickel {Ill} reflections must be avoided, since their d-spacings are very close to each other (Z.04A and
Z.034A respectively). In the case presented (Figures 7, 8) nickel has a [001) zone axis,
in which nickel type {Ill} spots do not occur.
The dark field pattern (Figure 7b) is characteristic of the size distribution of chromium
particles within the larger particulate regions noted by the bright field. By obtaining
numerous dark fields of different regions a composite particle distribution was obtained,
by use of the circumscribed circle technique. This distribution was normalized and plotted
(FIgure 9) using a relative frequency polygon technique. Each point on this plot represents
an average value for each size class, with the smallest interval being l8A - 54A. The data
for sizes less than this interval is uncertain. There is a good possibility that there
exists a large number of very fine particles of chromium less than l8A, not revealed by
this technique. Close examination of some large particles showed that they were composed
of dense agglomerations of even finer particles. The distribution presented in Figure 8
should be interpreted with this uncertainty in mind. The peak particle size occurred at
7ZA with a mean particle size of l39A.

1.0
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Chromium Particle Distribution
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Figure 9. Average relative frequency
polygon for chromium particles consisting of 1358 particles taken from various regions.
Conclusions
From this work, the following conclusions appear to be valid for the microstructure of
the black chrome "CHROM-ONYX" solar selective absorber.
The coatings which exhibited the best selectivity were 1.0 micron black chrome plated on
copper and 0.7 microns black chrome on nickel plated copper and steel.
This surface exhibits optical properties which can be correlated to black chrome coating
thickness. Of the selective absorbers examined, the optical transition region from low to
high reflectance occurred generally from 1.5 to 5 microns in wavelength. The increase in
black chrome coating thickness shifts the transition region further into the infrared wave
lengths; these thick coatings also exhibited lessened selectivity.
The structure of black chrome on nickel appears to consist of voids and particulate complexes within the size range 0.05-0.30 microns in diameter. These larger particles consist
of even smaller chromium particles with a mean diameter of l39A. The finer particles appear
to be surrounded and amassed by some unidentified material, probably an amorphous or extremely fine semiconducting chromium oxide such as CrZ03. Some of the larger chromium particles are actually aggregates of very fine particles.
A few generalizations can be made from these conclusions. The very small chromium particles may be responsible for the high absorption in the visible wavelength range. It is
possible that this absorption phenomena might be described by an extension of the MaxwellGarnett theory. The transition region is not easily explained; it appears to depend upon
the metallic substrate reflectance, coating thickness and probably the size distribution of
agglomerated chromium particles which, in turn, may depend upon the distribution of fine
chromium. The reflectance after the transition region, further into the infrared
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wavelengths, suggests that the black chrome layer is ineffective and absorber reflectance
is dictated solely by the underlying metal.
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